Acne-Remedy.org will provide information to millions of acne sufferers on how to treat and get rid of their acne. We feature acne prevention, natural and medical acne treatments, including news and reviews relating to acne.

Q: What is the best acne treatment?

- Natural Medications
- Over the counter products
- Facial treatment and surgeries.
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Frutels: Chocolate for Acne

Frutels LLC launched a healthy chocolate that is far different from other chocolates in the market. They introduced Frutels, the only chocolate candy that is tagged as the Acne Cure Candy because of its ingredients that is beneficial on our skin. How effective is Frutels? Here's why:

Frutels is Sugar Free- Most chocolates contain too much sugar that is one major factor why acne breaks out on skin. Frutels is sugar less to maintain its natural ingredients and taste.

It contains pure Cocoa Extract- Cocoa is the main source of antioxidant which is the main nutrient that can help replenish our skin. Antioxidant can also fight acne. It has substances that helps prevent the inflammation of acne and helps skin cells replenish.

It's a Dark Chocolate- Frutels is dark chocolate, considered as the healthiest chocolate because it contains less sweet but more antioxidants!

It can lower stress level- Stress is also considered as one of the major cause of pimple outbreaks, chocolates can help lower stress levels because of the nutrients that can help you energize and clear your mind.

Designed to cure Acne- All ingredients of Frutels are designed to help fight acne especially for teenagers. Moreover, Frutels is for all ages.

No Artificial Ingredients Added- Frutels is all natural ingredients. No preservatives and food color added.

It fights acne- Frutels can lower stress; calm hormonal fluctuations and is a good balance diet.

No side effect- Unlike other brands of acne treatment, Frutels has no side effects and can actually consumed twice a day.

Frutels is approved and recommended by the Food and Drugs of America and endorsed by the lifestyle hosts Rachel Ray.

Frutels can be consumed twice a day or as prescribed by trusted dermatologist.
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